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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRY,

NATURAL RESOURCES AND TRANSPORT ON ITS

SECOND SESSION

1. Th, Sfndlag.Co-aitte, an I^ry, Natural Eesouroes ^
was convened to Be.t, in:««««,. with: resolution ;43(lV) Qf ^ ,,.B°

on IndUstry, Nattoal,HesGuroe8 and f ^ .^

mitted a.report.for ad6ptt0n ty the TK6se

reports, as adopted,-are reproaaced telow. ...--■-.. ., ,, ,

2. The noting was attended ty deletes from the following memW
^associate ^er copies: Algeria, Bechuanaland> CongQ (Leopold_

vlie), Eahoraey, Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali,
Morocco, Witania, Mauritius, Niger, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, ^

::;: ITth ui :
e, .an^

the united^:the followxng countries attended: aUgaria, Federal Eepublic of
Oeraany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the Sudan,

II? Z' th DitdZxcc. fte following 8pecialized agenoi9B wepe repreae

Agrxculture Organization (PAO), International Atoffiic Energy
n ernationa! Civil Aviation Organization (lCA0)) World H^
t,on WHO), world Meteorological Organizaticn (»), United Nations

Kducatxonal, Scientific and Cultural Organization (OTESC0). observers
from oomxte xnterafrioain d-etudes Kydrauli.ues (CIAEH), East African

n Services Organization (EACSO), International Eoad Federation (IEF)

r:iOn afri°aine St malga°he de -oopfc.ti« economi,ue (OAMCK)
attended the session. A list of participants is attached as anne.1

'Z AbdeTder (Alseria) was eleoted ohai—' ^ *"-1.«.
Hxgerxa), Mr. A.J.C. Sman (Tanganyika) and Mr. 0. Tnani

r;6-01131™- The la«- '«• I*, appointed chair.en of the
^ Batural fiesour<5ea ^g p

V
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4, The provisional agenda prepared by the secretariat was adopted

after amendment. The revised version is attached as annex II.

5, The meeting was opened on 4 December "by H.E. Lij Endalkatchew

Makonnen, Minister of Commerce and Industry in the Imperial Ethiopian

Government, whose.statement is reproduced in annex III, Mr, A.F. Ewing,

Director of the Division of' Economic Development, also made a statement

which is reproduced in annex IV. Dr. I.H. abdel-fiahman, Commissioner

for Industrial Development-of the United Nations; addressed the Committee

on. 11 December* His statement is reproduced in annex V.
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INDUSTRY

(a) Industrial co-ordination missions

6. Provisional;reports of the Economic Commission for Africa industrial

co-ordination missions to West ATrica and to East and Central Africa were

introduced by the leaders of the mission (E/CN.14/INR/25 and 37). The

basic objectives were recalled: investigations of the scope for develop

ment of industries and the laying down of new industries on a scale

requiring markets beyond the scope of most African countries,.and hence

su]>-regional co-ordination. It was pointed out that both-reports were

in a preliminary and incomplete fornu Much of the supporting data and

reasoning which had led to the suggested industrial patterns remained

to be added; Furthermore, although the primary objective.of the missions

had been an investigation of larger scale industry, the full reports

would contain substantial material- on the scope for import substitution

through development of small and medium scale industries serving essen

tially domestic markets. It was planned to. present the final reports

to the Commission at its sixth session,

7. After a general discussion of the reports and on problems of indus

trial co-ordination, each report was examined section by section. The

Committee reaffirmed the essential importance of co-ordinated development

of large scale industries and hence of sub-regional co-operation, while

recognizing that there was scope for all-African co-ordination in the

development of certain very large industries., e.g0, steel and petro- ,

chemicals, The importance of following up the reports by vigorous action

was unanimously recognised. The following recommendations were agreeds .

(i) A conference at a high .level should be held in both the West

African and the East and Central African sub-regions as soon

as possible after the preparati-on of the full reports of the

. cprordination missions to examine in detail the'proposals and

suggestions mad-e. • In-.the case of West Africa, the report

should'1 be examined, at the Conference on Industrial Co-ordination
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to be held in Bamako in 1964. In the case of East and Central

Africa, the hope was expressed that a conference of ministers,

as recommended in the report /p"art IV, 12 (d)J7, would be held

in the course of 1964, and the Executive Secretary was requested

. to make such further preparations as the governments concerned
.. . . deemed necessary| ' : :

(ii) The Executive Secretary was requested to render all possible ,

assistance to the carrying out of feasibility studies of. the. ,.

industries proposed in the reports, in co-operation with the

United Nations Centre for Industrial Development and the United-

Nations specialized agencies, by providing United Nations, experts

■-: or assisting governments to find experts under the Teohnical

Assistance Programme, by helping governments to prepare

requests to the United Nations Special Fund, and by seeking ' ,
the support of non-African countries prepared to help in

making such feasibility studies;

(iii) The Executive Secretary and the United Nations Centre for
-■■;- Industrial Development were requested to assist governments to-

find outside capital, both from the international financing

institutions and from non-African governments and other sources.

tforld conference on industry

8. The 'Commissioner for Industrial Development drew the attention-of .
the Committee to a resolution of the General Assembly that a world "...'.

symposium on industrialization would be held not later than 1966, pre

ceded, as appropriate, by regional and sub-regional:conferences/ The

Committee endorsed the proposition of holding a world symposium and

decided to.call an industrial African conference to be held in 1965 and

to be preceded by intensive preparations at sub-regional and sectorial

levels as may be arranged jointly by the Executive Secretary and the

CoAif Industrial Development within the available budgetary
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resources.. The Committee noted that its own intensifying programmes of

activities "would be a substantial contribution to the success of both

the African regional conference and the world conference.

9. The Committee, in supporting these propositions? considered that a

world symposium was essential for, and a visible evidence of, the

intensification of United Nations activities in the field of industrial

ization and would "be an opportunity for establishing closer contact among

African countries and the agencies in a position to provide finance and

practical assistance and for promoting the transfer of industrial techno

logy. The world conference wouM indeed*provide, for those countries

who were making at present strenuous efforts to achieve a.larger degree

of industrialization9 the widest possible international forum to discuss

the many problems arising? it would also serve, to focus the,world's

attention on the needs and problems of industrialization and as a oall

to mobilize its resources for an over-all effort such as envisaged,

through the proclamation of the Development Decade.

10. The Committee also approved a suggestion of the Commissioner for

Industrial Development to call informal meetings of African ministers of

industry and United Nations agency directly responsible for industrial

ization to exchange views and conultations concerning the activities of

the United Nations in giving aid to the African countries. The first of

such meetings is proposed to be held in May 19&4.

(c) Iron and Steel

11. The Committee examined a study on the development of the iron and

steel industry in Africa (E/CN.14/INR/27). In introducing this paper,

the secretariat pointed out that it Was the first attempt at a comprehen

sive study of the development of both the market for iron and steel and

the iron and steel industry on an all-African basis. It was essentially

a background document with no specific conclusions, but might in its

final form be useful to African policy-makers and planners. In the dis

cussion, attention was drawn to a number of.minor errors, and suggestions

were made for further development of the study.
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12. It »S agreed that an all-African conference on steel should be

oonvwed -before the end of 1964, Which should deal inter alia with

perspectives on' a" detailed basis of steel consumption, an appropriate

all-Afrioan pattern for the development of iron and steel production,

taking into account the scope for division of labour in the production

of finished steel products, and the possible creation of an iron and

steel institute concerned with research studies and professional tram-

ing at all levels. ■■ ■ ..

13. The Committee took note of the report of the Meeting of Experts on

Iron and Steel in West Africa, held in Monrovia from 14 to 18 October

1963 (E/CN.14/IHR/26) and also of the recommendations relating to steel

of the ad_hoc Conference on Industry held in Lagos on 29 and 30 November

1963 (E/CH.14/DIR/51). The Committee endorsed the recommendations of

the Monrovia Meeting and those relating to iron and steel of. the Lagos

Conference, relating to the further studies retired with a view to the

establishment of an integrated iron and steel works on the coast of West

Africa tod a second, smaller iron and steel works inland; and the inten

tion to discuss these studies at a further meeting to be held in 1964.

(d) ' Studies of other industries ■

14. The Committee took note of the progress made in the studies of

industries revested at its first session: chemicals and fertilizers,

engineering and non-ferrous metals, and textiles (as reported in

E/CH.14/DIR/31). " also took note of the recommendations of the Lagos

Conference concerning the studies to be prepared, largely by ECA, on

oefflent, tobacco, textiles, flour mills, fertilizers and related problems

of transport, payments and exchange. The Executive Secretary was re-

quested: ■ ■

(i) To convene a conference to be held in Bamako between- June and

September 1964, in agreement with the Government of Mali as

' host country and the Government of Higer, the Secretary-General

" of OAMCE and the provisional secretariat of the Organization
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for African Unity, with a view to concentrating in one meeting

in 1964 discussion of problems of industrialization in West

Africa. ■ The conference would consider the reports requested

above, together with those on iron and steel (see paragraph

11 above) and the full report of the vfest African industrializa

■ tion mission (see paragraph 6 above);

(ii) To enter into consultation with the consultant who was prepar

ing on behalf of the countries who had attended the Lagos

Conference part of the documentation for the Bamako Conference,

. with a view to ensuring co-ordinated preparations for this

meeting, :

(e) Industrial financing

15. The Committee considered an outline of a study of problems of

financing industry in Africa'(E/CN.I4/IMR/29). Delegations expressed the

desire'that this study should be-comprehensive, give detailed informa

tion on. sources of financing, and expose in clear terms problems and

experience faced and gained by .the different African countries. As

regards the method of conducting the study, the majority of delegations

agreed with the secretariat's proposals to proceed by way of question

naires and country studies.

(f) Industrial statisticss Inventory of African industries and periodic
reporting ■ ■• ■ ■ . ■

16. The Committee requested the Executive Secretary, in consultation with

member countries and the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development,

to study the establishment at the country level, possibly within appro

priate national departments of industrial development, suitable machinery

for periodic reporting about industrial trends* achievements and proposals,

Such reports would be prepared in view of being reviewed in meetings of

.the Standing Committee for Industry, Natural Resources and Transport of

the ECA, so as to realize better co-ordination of industrial development

and to effect better mobilization of domestic and international resources.
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This material should be included in a quarterly information "bulletin

covering industry, transport and natural resources5 built up progress

ively and eventually replacing the present Bulletin on Natural Resources.

The Committee noted the progress reported by the Executive Secretary as

regards the development of industrial statistics in the African countries

and the project of establishing an inventory of African industrial

enterprises. It noted that these two projects were closely linked with

the country reporting suggested,

(g) Investment laws and regulations

17. The secretariat introduced a preliminary study on investment laws

and regulations in Africa (E/CN.14/INE/28). This was in two parts:

part I consisted of an analysis of existing investment laws in Africa

on a comparative basis and part II of a brief summary on a country by

oountry basis of existing investment laws and regulations.

18. It was agreed that the Executive Secretary should be requested:

(i) To make available additional copies in both French and English

of the document already prepared.

(ii) To request all governments to submit comments on the document

by not later than 31 March 1964.

(iii) To revise the document, including not only a summary but a

brief appraisal of the national codes "and issue it in printed

form as soon as possible, in this connexion it was noted that

the cost of printing and publishing the document would be

US$ 10,000.

(iv) .To begin an analysis with a.view to establishing eventually

unified investment laws by bringing together those elements

of investment laws already common to many African countries.

(v) To examine the administrative problems relating to the approval

of new industrial enterprises.
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(h) Industrial research and training

1.9• A preliminary report on the possible establishment of institutes

for applying industrial research and development on a sub-regional basis,

prepared by a consultant from the United Nations Centre for Industrial

Development, with the aid of the Economic Commission for Africa

secretariat, was examined (E/CN.I4/BTR/41). Among the points made in

discussion were the following:

(i) It was generally agreed that there was a danger of research

institute concentrating their activities too much on 'theoreti

cal research; the main emphasis should be on applied research,

closely linked with industrial development.

(ii) A distinction should be. made between full scale industrial

research institutes and smaller scale centres concerned with

applied research and development.

(iii) The sub-regional approach suggested was. one possibility but

careful consideration should also be given to the establish

ment of all-African institutes dealing with specific industrial

centres and also smaller industrial development centres mainly

concerned to serve ..individual countries;

(iv) The creation of new sub-regional industrial research centres

was one possible approach but consideration should also be

given to the possibility of requesting.existing industrial

research centres offering facilities to neighbouring countries.

It would nevertheless be difficult to obtain finance and

personnel'for the establishment of industrial research centres

in all African countries and hence there was a prlma. facie case

for a sub-regional approach; however, the sub-regional group

ings suggested in the paper under consideration should be

regarded as purely tentative and other groupings might well

emerge from discussions between the countries concerned.
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20. It was agreed that the Executive Secretary, in consultation with

the.United Nations Commissioner for Industrial Development and with

interested countries, should carry out further investigations on the

establishment of applied.research institutes and industrial development

centres, on a national or sub-regional basis, and convene ad hoc meetings

as appropriate. These investigations should be carried out in co-opera

tion with UNESCO.

21. The Committee recalled decisions taken at its first session with

regard to training at all levels. It was noted that responsibility

within the United Nations family for these activities fell largely with

in the,sphere of the responsibilities of UNESCO and ILO. It was also

noted that while comprehensive reviews were in progress pursuant to a

General Assembly resolution, it had not proved possible for ILO and

UNESCO to prepare papers for the second session of the Committee. The

representative of UNESCO gave an account of the activities being carried

out by his organization. The Committee requested that papers should be

prepared on problems of industrial training at all levels for its next

session.

22. The delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics recalled an

offer it had made to provide facilities for the setting up of a centre

for the training of middle-grade technicians, capable of accommodating

800 students, half in the field of mechanization of agriculture and half

general engineering. The Committee welcomed this offer and requested

the Executive Secretary, in consultation with other appropriate United

Nations agencies and interested governments, to take the necessary steps

towards the setting up of this centre.

(i) Co-ordination of standardization in Africa

23. Several delegates drew attention to the need to co-ordinate standard

ization in Africa,, in particular the main standards applicable to energy,

transport, basic materials, manufactured goods, machinery and equipment.
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It was agreed that the benefits of such co-ordination would "be felt at

several levels.- ; ■ ■ ■- - ■-.'■■■ ■ ' ■"■ ■ ■ ■ ■"■' '"- '" * '

24. The Committee requested the Executive Secretary to undertake a

preliminary study, 'describing the present situation in the field of

national,'standardization and the work already achieved or envisaged by'

African institutes for standardization, reviewing the experience of

other regions and suggesting a suitable order1 of priorities- and a phased

programme,of work in close collaboration- with the governments and ■

interested international organizations. It-was further requested, that

a priority list of products to be standardized should be drawn up, such

produdts'corresponding to.the requirements of accelerated industrializa

tion in Africa. In this connexion,.it was stressed that standardization

should ;no;t mean disoouragement of new industries in Africa but should

contribute to the industrialization effort, inter alia by facilitating

the importation of capital equipment. It was noted that to carry out

such investigation; it was necessary for the Executive Secretary to

engage a consultant for one year at an approximate cost/ including travel

to selected African countries, of US$ 24>OOO.
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TRANSPORT AHD TELECOMMUNICATION

251 The Working Party on Transport met for the first time on 5 December

1963 with Mr» A.J.C. Small of Tanganyika as Chairman.

26. Discussion commenced with the consideration of ECA paper E/CK.I4/IWR/46:

"African Transport Development Studys Progress Report11. Economic Com

mission for Africa's sub-regional approach was accepted and it was

generally agreed that sub-regional conferences to discuss various

subjects of interest to sub-regions should "be held as well as a general

African transport conference.

27. A programme of work was requested for the future as planned by EGA.

The programme should include a general over-all transport plan; for. the

entire African region, emphasizing sub-regional approach,,the completion

of missing links and the co-ordination of all media, of transport,

28. The general principles.included in the paper were adopted. It was

agreed that transport should'be approached on three main fronts:

(a) Air transport;

(b) Maritime transport including ports. . .-- . r-.7

(c) Inland transport? including:

(i) Roads;

(ii) Railways?

(iii) Inland waterways.

(d) Study of co-ordination of means of transport.

29* The following method of approach was suggested:

(a) Inventory of existing and planned transport facilities;

(b) Studies of possibilities of improving the facilities to meet

anticipated increases in demand;

(c) Studies of the completion of missing links;

(d) Consideration of problems according to priorities in each

field.
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30. It was further agreed"that-sub-regional papers should always be

submitted to the relevant r.ub-regions for comments before being submitted

to a general African conference,

31. A Sub-working party on air transport was set up to examine paper

E/0N,14/lNR/43, "Air Transport Study". It a report is attached as

annex VI, and shows its recommendations.

32.. Secretariat paper e/OT.14/OT/'44 '"The Transit Problems of the

. ?astem. African Land-locked States'' was presented but time did not allow

for a full discussion,, .

33. Secretariat paper e/CN.lA/OTa/45 "Economic Aspects of Tourism" was

discussed and agreement was reached that tourism should continue to be

studied in its various aspects and implications* it should also be

discussed within thV framework of the Standing Committee.

34. ..The Working Party agreed that the problems of trans-Sahara transport

should be studied with the understanding that the availability of trans

port through the Sahara would stimulate trade and the exploitation of

natural- resources. Present .trade figures should not be used as

-final criterion on the subject,, Algeria offered to submit copies

of: its studies on-the trans-Sahara transport problems to. the secretariat

and it was agreed:tnat th&- whole, question should be restricted in the

first instance to the countries affected. To this end a meeting of

^■interested countries is to be held early in 1964, ,. . .

35. It was suggested tnat ports biiould be studieil 'along with maritime

transport. As for pipelines, a study on the subject,was not of. immediate

.priority to all African countries but the secretariat should retain

interest in it.. . ..... . ....

-■36c- -A Report in-, the foim of 5- statistical bulletin on all,- modes of

■ -'transport should, oe published including-up-.to.-da.te maps.
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. ■ ■ ■ . .-. . natural resources

37. The Working Party on Natural Resources met from 5-10 December

with Mr. Chandi Inani (Tunisia) as chairman.

38. The following papers were introduced by the secretariat and

discussed: E/CN.H/lNR/32, 33, 34? 36, 38, 39 and 40,

39. Following the introduction of each paper, discussions took place

and after the exchange of views between the delegates, the Working

Party agreed to transmit the following concrete proposals on natural

resources to the Standing Committee for their inclusion in its

recommendations: -...■ ; -j . .

.(a) General

40. The Working Party strongly urged all member. States to answer the

questionnaires on cartography and minerals and hydrology circulated by

Economic Commission for Africa for the advancement of all Africa."

(b) Energy . - , ,

41. 'The Working Party after having discussed the report of the African

Electric Power Meeting, which was held in Addis Ababa from 21-31 October

l$63y commended the participants on the high scientific and technical

value of their work and adopted with some additions the recommendations

of this Meeting presented in paper E/CN.14/lNR/32, to be included in

the programme of work of the Economic Commission for Africa -secretariat

regarding energy-

(c) Cartography :

42. The Working Party, having studied the report of the United Nations

Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa (E/CN.lV11^/^) held in

Nairobi'from 1-12 July 1963 ■; commended the participants on the high

scientific and technical value of their work and endorsed the recom

mendations of this Conference™
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43. The Committee further adopted two additional recommendations:

(i) Concerning resolution 12 of the Conference on common centres

of specialized services, the Working Party recognized the

urgent necessity of establishing one such 'centre in Africa

■':■■■: - to begin with and recommended the establishment of a-restricted

; , - : .committee made up of one or several experts by sub-region,

;- ' ■ ■ whose terms of reference would be:

■ ■•_.■ . - To definethe nature and scope of the tasks of a common

centre of specialized services;

,.-,... :. ,■ ■■ - To assess the means at present available with regard to

.,-'.-;'.-..■ -the above mentioned specialized services in. the various

■. ■ '■■ . • ' -African countries; ■ ■ ■■.-■.:-■■

- To make a preliminary study on' the location, cost of

1 installation and operation, and on the planning of the

financing of such a centre.

The report of this restricted"• committee should be submitted

to the governments of African countries not later'than-July

■ - - 1965.. : .... ■ ■ ■ -

(ii) About resolution 13 of the Conference on the exchange of

.... cartographic documents between governments, the Working Party

requested the governments of the countries which have carried

out cartographic work in Africa or which possess advanced

technical means in this field, to establish co-operation by

means 'of the exchange.of cartographic documents capable of

■ - contributing to the economic development of Africa, and invited

the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa to take

..all necessary steps in . order to promote and. facilitate such

co-operation. . . ...
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(d) Mineral resources

•44. The Working Party proposed a programme of work in the field of

mineral resources development, which was included in the over-all work

programme, (see annex VII),

(e) Water resources

45. The Working Party noted the statement of the WHO representative on

the activities of this organization in the field of hydro-meteorology

and noted with satisfaction the declaration of the Secretary General of

WMO to the effect that he welcomed any move aimed at ensuring the

closest collaboration between ECA and WMO,

46< The Working Party took note of the statement of the representative

of WHO expressing tfHO's interest in all national planning involving

development of water supplies, for all purposes, in view of the fact

that in Africa every move to control and develop water resources for

the benefit of the people is fraught with possible danger to their

health.

47. The UNESCO representative presented the delegates with copies of

the following papers;

- Bibliography of African hydrology, published by UHESCO and

prepared by UNESCO with the assistance of CCTA.

A note on natural resources, scientific and technological

development. ...

- A report on the International Hydrological Decade.

- The resolutions adopted by the International Union for Conserva

tion of Nature and Natural Resources at its eighth General Assembly,

Nairobi, Kenya, September 1963. ■

48. The Working Party noted with satisfaction the. existing co-operation

between BCA and UNESCO.
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49' The meeting noted with interest the statement of the representative

of IAEA in respect of the application of isotope techniques in hydro—

logioal investigations*

50. As a result of its discussions., the Working Parity on Natural

itesources recommended a programme of wcrk in respect of water resources

development which \ras included irr the over-all work programme (.see annex

711).

Programme of work and priorities

31■ The Committee adopted its programme of -work and priorities for

consideration by the Comission at its sixth session and-recognized

that thie programme could re4- he completed in ona year "but covered a

full two year period, with pcs&ibly some items requiring completion in

1966. The work programme as adopted js attached a£ annex VII, .

52. In the course of dismissions, most delegations drew attention

be the need to find ways and means tc eatatI?shiug closer contacts

between sessions amon^ the delegations and the necretariat. Attention

was drawn to the rapportevjr system used successfully in other regional

commissions, such as the Economic Commission for Europe. It was felt

that at the present stage? it would be useful for each government to

designate liaison officers in e^oh of the three main fields of the

Committee's work: industry., transport and natural resources, who could

be the main points of contact between governments and the secretariat.

53. Kith the same end in view, tlis Committee requested the Bureau

elected on 4 December 1963 to meet in June 1964 under the responsibility

of its Chairman, preferably in Algiers, to:

(a) Review with the secretariat the work carried out during the

first half of 19645

(b) Take the necessary steps towards the implementation of the

remaining part of the work programme.
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54. Furthermorej many delegations expressed the view that a critical

review and reappraisal of the programme and the procedures of BCA in

the field of industrialisation were necessary. An opportunity for such

a review and reappraisal shoulc. '^ -Scried,through inviting all member

countries of EGA to submit in wri+ing their observations and propositions

in this respect thrcugh the secretariat to a special ad hoc committee

composed of the bureau of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural

Resources and Transport- tc^etner vi-fch the following countries: Congo

.(LeopoldyiUe^^Shana, Mada^oax»- Mali, Senegal and the United Arab
Republic.

55. The ad hoc committee would meet for one week before the sixth

session of ECA? summarise the country contributions and add any comments

or propositions it felt necessary. The report-of the ad hoc oommi.t*«ft

would be considered as an integral part of the report of the Standing

Committee to the Commission at its sixth session.

Timely availability?_dgounients in both languages.

56. At the request of several delegations, the secretariat committed

itself to take all necessary steps to ensure that in the future~.all,_the

documents required by the Committee be drafted and available both in

English and French., The Committee noted the will of the Commission to

provide the same instruments to all delegations. In order to ensure

the maximum efficiency of tHQ Committee's work, these documents should

be ready in both languages and despatched to the member countries of

ECA at least six ireeko ahead of oach session, in accordance with the

Commission's regulations„

Sohedule of meetings

57. The Committee decided on the- following programme-ofmeetings, the

dates indicatei...being-proviSional. It recognized, however, that it
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might not be easy to hold so many meetings in the period in. question

and that, Vne-eiore, the Executive Secretary should have flexibility

to make changes and aleo to extend the time span of the programme?

should tbia prove neoessary-. It also urged that additional resources

should be made available for the purpose of servicing meetings regarded

as essential, particularly translators, interpreters and other subsidiary

services.

Industry ' •.■. ■

Iron and steel, ttes.^ .Afric-

Chemicals and fertilizers

Tsxtiles

Industrial estates

Regional irorj imd it eel conference

Engineai-ng and other metals

Regional industrial.- symposium ' .

World induetri£,i symposium

Transpor b

Sub-r =»£iorial ocnference? West Africa

Sub-rational conference, Eaat .Africa

Sub-regional conference, North Africa

Pan-African civil ayiaiioh conference

Trans-Sahara Transport1:

Pan-African general transport conference

Maritime transport and ports

Pan-African convention on transport

legislation- .- • ■

Natural Resources

(a) Energy

International meeting on petroleum and

gas

July 1964

Late 1964

First half

1965

1966

Summer

Autumn 19^4

Early 1965

1965

May 1964

1965

1966

1966

First half
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Sub-regional meeting on electric power,

West Africa

Sub-regional meeting on electric power,

East Africa

Sub-regional meeting on electric power,

North Africa

Second African Electric Power conference

Cartography.

Meeting of experts on setting up of
training centres for aerial surveys

Meeting cf exerts on ioint centres for

Fpcoir.M^od services

Second African regional cartographic

conference for Africa

Early 1965

1966

1966

1967

Second half 1964

S&rly 1965

1966

_rgj3ourc6S

Conference on mineral exploration,
production and beneficiation problems

(d) Hydrology;

Seminar for administration on the develop

ment of groundwater

Seitiarj on the construction and management

of small water 'Storage works

Seminar on legislation and public adminis

tration of water resources development

for government officers concerned with

this ^bjoot

1965

1964

1966

Date of _next meeting

58. The Committee recommended that itB-neit session be, convened at the

end of
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LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

Chairman/president

Vioe Chairmen

Vice-Presidents

Member Countries

algeria/algerie

BECHUANALAND

CONGO (Leopoldrille)

Mr0 M. ABDELKXDER (Algeria) ■

Mallam I.M. DAMCIDA (Nigeria)

Mr,"A.J.C, SMALL (Tanganyilia)

Mr0 C TNANI (Tunisia)

Mr. M, ABDELKAEER

Direoteur general adjoint

l'Office national des transports

Alger.

Mr,:AoJ- BECKCUCHE

Chef Division cLeveloppement industriel

Alger:

Mr.'R. ABLEJ.GHANY

Direction 'gDonomique, Affaires etrangeres

Alger:

Mr, MCQOS* HAWKINS

Assistant Secretary (Development)
Beohuanaland Protectorate

Mr.- J.J, HEARFSHAW

Head', HyilrauliC8 Branch

Public Works Department

Bechuanaland Protectorate

Mr. A. VAES

Conseiller technique

Mr, Rc TSHIBEA2JGA-DIKENIA

Chef de "bureau du Ministers- du plan

Leopoldville

Mr. S. TSHIMANGA

Mr. J. SIMON

Conseiller technique

Leopoldville

/
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DAHOMET

ethiopiVethiopie

Mr. O.-R.LOKO

Directeur adjoint des

.affaires ffeonomiques

Cotonbu

Ato TEKLE HAIMANOT GEBRE-MARIAM-. .

Director—General " " "

Ministry of Commerce andC Indus try.;-

Addis Ababa • -. ■ " ' .'. '■'

Ato Assefa TELAHOUU

Deputy—Director-General -;, .

Ethiopian Electric Light and'Power'

Authority

Addis Ababa

Ato Mebratu GiUBRE-KIDAK

Civil Engineer

Water Resources Department

Addis Ababa

Ato Ezra K, GEBRAT

Economist

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Addis Ababa

Ato Gebre-Michael PAULOS

Economist

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Addis Ababa

Ato Telahoun BIRHU

Ministry of Communications

Addis Ababa

Ato Yacob ZANI03

Ministry of Communications

Addis Ababa

Ato Woldesenbet YIRGE

Chief of Research and Publicity

Addis Ababa

Lt. Lakew BERHAUE

Department of Marine

Addis Ababa
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FRANCE

GHANA

LIBERIA

MADAGASCAR

M. Rene MEKCIER

Controleur d'Etat au Ministere des

finances et des affaires economique

Directeur- general SEDES

Paris

M. Michel TERNISR

Ingenieur des ponts et chaussees

Paris

Mr. J. THERSON-COFIE

Chief Industrial Promotion Officer

Ministry of Industries

Accra

Mr. J.J.K. AGBENU

Airline Official

Accra

Mr, A. BREFO

First Secretary of Ghana Embassy

Addis Ahata

Mr. A. EASSAQUOI

Director of Natural Resources and Surveys

Monrovia

Mr. J.J. BRIGHT

Research Officer (industry)

National Planning Agency

Monrovia

Mr, J.K.L. MCULTON

Resident Engineer

Department of Public Works

Monrovia

M. Jean ZAFIMAHOVA

Directeur des niines et de 1!

Tananarive

energie
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NIGERIA (Cont'd)

SENEGA!

SIERRA LEOUE

TANGANYIKA

tunisia/tunisie

Mr. 3,A. OGUNLEYE

Assistant Secretary-

Federal Ministry of Economic Development

Lagos

M, S.I. DIOP

Directeur des Industries

Dakar

Mr, C.E.A. NOAH

Senior Assistant Secretary

Ministry of Development

Freetown

Mr. M.L. MHUTO

Deputy Permanent Secretary

Dar t> fa G

"Mr. A.J.C. SMALL

Chief Engineer(Roads)

Dar es Salaam

Mr. J.A.E. BENNETT

Chief Mining Geologist

Dodoma

M. Ghadli TNANI

Directeur de l'^industrie et 'infrastructure

au Secretariat d'Etat au plan et aux

finances

Tunis

M. T.MAZIGH

' Sous Directeur a la Division Industrie

Ministere du plan et finances

Tunis

M. H.BEN AMOR

Chef de la Section des statisticjues

Industrielles

Division industrie

Tunis

M. Hassen BCUSSOFFARA

Directeur de la distribution a la S.T.E.G,

Tuhis

M. M.SIFAOUI

Ingenieur des t-ransports

Tunis
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(Cont'd)

UGANDA

UAR ( Egypt) /RAU(Egyp.te)

OTITED KINGDOm/rOYAUME UNI

M, Tahar BEDOUI

Chef de service

Tunis

M, Selim BENGHACHAME

Chef du Service topographique

Tunis

Mr. L. KA1ULE-3ETTALA

Minister of Industry and Communications

Kampala

Mr. L.D. MATOVU

Under-Secretary

_Ministry of Industry and Communications

Kampala

Mr. C.E. TAMALS-SSAL1

-Principal Geologist

Ministry of Mineral and Water Resources

Entebbe

■ Dr. A.E.M. HEGAZY

Member of Board of Directors

General Organization for Maritime

Transport

Cairo : . ■

Dr. A.M.G.E. AWAD

Professor at Faculty of Law

Cairo University

Dr. S.E. EL NAKKADY

Director General

Egyptian General Mining Organization

Cairo

■Mr. Aly Osman HASSAK

Controller

Department of Industrial Planning

Ministry of Industry

Cairo

■ Mr. Gamal RAGAB

Controller General

Ministry of Industry

Cairo

■ Mr. C.R. WALKER

Principal, Board of Trade

London /
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syecialisees

Mr. C.R. de LJMOY _
FAO Water Resources Specialist

land and Water Development Division
FAO,

Rome

Mr. A.E. PEGKHAM

IAEA Hydr.ol ogi s t

IAEA

Vienna

Mr, P. van STEVEHIHOK

ICAO Chief, ICAO TA Mission

Addis Ababa

Mr*- B. RYCHLICKI
Air Transport Economist

ICAO .

Montreal, Canada ■" -" -■-

■ Dr. H.B.L. HJSSELL -■ ■
WHO ^0 Representative

Addis Ababa

WMO

WMO

■ Geneva

Dr. P.I. MILJtJKOV .
Chief, Hydrometeorological Section

MA. GILLE
Attache scientifi^ue pour l'Afnque

UNESCO

Pari s

ions xnt ff ,..

M. I- CHERST , ,
CIAEH Rapporteur general Commission de 1 eau

Ve.rsaillcE, Prance

M. Ov.^r.ane FALL

Ingenieur hydraulicien

St. Louis

Senegal
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EACSO

IRF

OAMCE

Observers/O'bservateurs

BULGARIA

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

REFUBLIQUE FEDERALE D'ALLEMAGNE

huhgary/hongrie

ISRAEL

italy/italie

JAPAN/jAPON

NETHERLA2TDS/lAYS 3AS

Capt. P.A. TRAVERS

General Manager* EAAC ■ - :'..:;.:■':.

Nairobi

Mr. J.G. OAKLEY

Chief Operations Officer

Civil Aviation

Nairobi

Lt. Col. K.E. BOG1VIE

Chief Executive

IRF

London

M. Magatte FALL

Directeur du Developpement econoraique

et social de l'OAMCE

Yaounde

Mr, E. TIMOV

Attache of the Bulgarian Embassy

Addis Ababa

Dr. S. BOETTCHER, Second Secretary

Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany

Addis Ababa

Mr, Miklos 3IMAFYI

Counsellor, Charge d'Affaires

Hungarian Legation to Ethiopia

Addis Ababa

Mr. Hanan TkTBJL

Director of 'j\ ty Planning

Addis Ababa ■ ,

Mr, Torgio GRIMALDI

Second Seore tary

Embassy of Italy

Addis Ababa

Mr. T, 3UGIMCT0

Second Secretary

Embassy of Japan

Addis Ababa

Mr, N. van DIJL

First Secretary

Royal Netherlands

Addis Ababa

Embassy
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SWEDEN/SUEDE

TURKEY/tURQUIE

USA

ussh/urrs

Secretariat/Secretariat

Mr. I.H. ABD3L-RAHMAN

Mr, T. MAKKAWI

Third Secretary

Sudan Embassy-

Addis Ababa , ....

Mr, P.A. KSTTIS

First Secretary

Royal Embassy of Sweden . ^ .

Addis Ababa

Dr. Ihsan AKSOY

First Secretary

Embassy of the Republic of Turkey

Addis Ababa

Mr. Lloyd D. BLACK

Development Planning Economist

US AID

Washington, D.C.

Mr. A. STILLMAH

Second Secretary

American Embassy

Addis Ababa

Mr. A. KOROLEV, Counsellor

Department of International Economic

Organizations

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

USSR

Mr. M. YOUKAKOV

Counselled

Embassy of the USSR

Addis Ababa

Mr. A. ABRAKOV

Counsellor

Embassy of the USSR

Addis Ababa

United Nations Commissioner for

Industrial Development

Commissaire des Nations Unies au

developpement industriel
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« t V EWIKG Director of the Division for Economic
Mr. A.F. fcWiisu Development, ECA/Directeur de la_

Division du developpement economique,

CEA.

Mr. B. KOMVBTE
Chief, Industry Section, Division for
Economic Dt elopment, ECA/ Chef de la
Section de 1'Industrie, Division du
developpement economitiue, CEA,
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AGE1TDA

1. Opening addresses

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda

Plenary

1. Provi sional-^por1^-crf^iJi©--WeQtoLf^^ Co-ordination

Mission ,- .-

2. Provisional report of the 3ast and Central African Co-ordination

Mission

3. Heport on1 preparations for the worth African Co-ordination Mission

4. Progress report on continuing items of the worK programme on industry

5« Progress report on ad"hoc projects

6< In.dugtxial^r&geajroh and traJ-n±n^-d-ngJa^dju3t, -pra^aa-i^pi Hrry}yt4r>g_ -f« _

the field of industry and natural resources ' -"""

7. Programme of work in the field of industry, natural resources and

transport

Working party on industry

1* a. Heport of the Monrovia Conference on the possibilities of establishing

an integrated iron and steel plant in West Africa

"b. Ths present position and prospects of the iron and steel industry in

Africa

c. Report on the Lagos Conference on iron and steel industry in West

Africa

2. Industrial legislation

3. Capital supply for industrial development
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Working party on natural resources

1. Report of the Electric Power Conference

2. Pro6ress report on mineral resources

3. Hydrology

(a) Progress report

(b) water Resources Development Hecade

(c) Possibilities of co-operation and co-ordination of effort

between agencies and institutions working in the field of water

resources in Africa

(d) The role of the United Nations.in the field of water resources

development in Africa (river basins, etc-)

4- Cartography. Report of the Regional Cartographic Centexence for

Africa

Working party on transport

1. Transport development study; progress report

(a) Air transport

(b) Road transport

(c) Railway transport

, ■ (d) Inland waterways

(e) Maritime transport

(f) Ports

(&■) Pipelines

2a Land-locked Statesj transit problems

3. Tourism

4> Trans-Sahara transport

5. Telecommunications
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1. Any other business

2. Date and place of next meeting

3. Adoption of the report
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KADE BY H.E. LIJ ENDALKaCHEW KAK0HN3N,

OF COMMERCE aND INDUSTRY, AT THE OPENING MEETING

I feel very happy to welcome you once again to this second meeting

of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport.

A'glance at your aoenda shows that you are here to examine the outcome of

the recommendations 6iven by your Committee last year, and to review the

progress reports on the various tasKS which you had entrusted to the

Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

I need hardly btress the timeliness and vital importance of your

meeting here in Addis Ababa, at a time when we are all preparing ourselves

for the forthcoming meeting 01 uhe Economic; and bocial Commission of the

Organization of African Unity as well as the-United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development which is to be held in Geneva early next year.

I feel comident that your studies and deliberations here will serve

as a useful preparatory ground for those t;,o later meetings, which are so

important to the development of our own continent and of the other developing

regions of the world.

Your Committee has been given very wide terms of reference and you

will no doubt during tne cominfe days attempt to tackle some of the difficult

and complicated problems that fall within the extensive field of your

interest.

It seems to me that the very name by which your Standing Committee is

known best summarizes the objectives which you should strive to attain and

the task that you are required to> accomplish.

Under the term "Natural Resources", you will have occasion to examine

the ways and means by which the vast potential of this great continent can

be ascertained.

It is not enou0h to say that Africa is a potentially rich continent.

We do not as yet nave any bysteoiatic inventory of our vast resources, and

it is obvious that we should Know what we have in order to be able to

develop and mobilize our resources in a rational way.
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Similarly under the heading "Industry11, would come all the problems

connected with the training of technicians, studying market conditions

and in short exploring ways and means which can enable us to create a

sound "basis for economic urowth and self-sufficiency.

When the first meeting ex" your Standing Committee was convened here

in Addis Ababa, I said in my opening message that without a rapid'process

of industrialization, the economic development and trie consequent

improvement of the standard of livina of our peoples would be impossible

to achieve-.

But industrialization implies regional anc continental co-operation.

Certain forms of industrialization may be difficult or even impossible for

individual countries to carry out by themselves but by pooling our resources

and merging our markets we can certainly overcome the obstacles and

problems created by the economies of scale,,

Of equal importance is the creation of high and middle 6'rade

technicians who are so vital in any piGL--2-i:ne of development and industria

lization.

During your last meeting here the role of the United Nations in the

training of technicians was rightly emphasized, and this because experience

has shown that in the absence of proper training programmes and institutions,

economic plans and projects become but day-dreams.

The same observations can be made about the item "Transport". Our

rivers must be harnessed not only to oenerate power but also to control

floods, to provide constant means of transport and to irrioate waterless

wastes, but this again cannot be undertaken by our respective countries

individually- It requires our best efforts put together.

Even at this sta^e ox" our history and development - a staae wnen we

are able to decide our own destiny - it would seem rather strange that

whenever we wish to visit or to send cables to each other's countries, we

often find it shorter to Oo to or through Europe and then back to Africa.

This again calls for the co-ordination of our best efforts in order to

shorten the physical distance between our peoples.
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Finally, I must say that your present meeting is more significant

than the previous one in that this time, you are gathered here after the

sifcninD of the historic Charter of African Unity.

Since this Charter was signed in this very city of Addis Ababa and

in the very Kail where you are meeting here today, I feel confident that

your deliberations will be guided by the same spirit which inspired our

leaders to conceive and realize the historic unity of our 6reat continent.

The Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport

bein^ one of the most important organs of the Economic Commission for

Africa it would not be an exaggeration on my part to say t.iat this Committee

is one of the principal instruments in the achievement of the economic

objectives of African unity.

It is only ri^ht and appropriate for me to refresh your memory by

reference to the Addis Ababa Summit Conference's resolution regarding

co-operation in economic development- It was stated last May here in this

very Hall that African countries should pool "their resources and harmonize

tneir activities in the economic field". It was further declared that

there was need for the "joint utilization of river basin resources, the

co-ordination of means of transport and communication systems, and the

provision of research facilities" in order to stimulate economic growth.

The Economic and bocial Commission appointed by the Summit Conference

of Independent African States is &'0ino to have its first meeting next week

in Zviamey, Ni^er, and I hope to represent my country at this important

meeting for African economic co-operation and development.

I believe that it is the task and responsibility of your Committee

as it is of the Commission to help translate into reality the spirit and

ideals embodied in the historic Charter of African Unity.

You have the necessary lebal and political framework for promoting

regional co-operation in Africa. It is your duty to iind and recommend

tne ways and teans by which these hioh ideals can be achieved in an efficient

and co-ordinated manner*

Allow me to end my brief address by wishing to one and all of you

success in your work and the best of luck.

Thank you.
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• ■ ■ STATEMENT MADE BY ME. A.F. SWING, DIRECTOR,

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, AT THE OPENING SESSION

I should like to extend to all of you a warm welcome on behalf of

Mr. Robert Gardiner, the Executive Secretary. Mr. Gardiner has been

attending a number of major meetings, including ECA's Standing Committee

on Trade. He is expected to return to Addis Ababa tomorrow and is, I knowj

looking forward to meeting you all- We are fortunate in that we shall be

joined by Mr. Abdel Rahman, the United Nations Commissioner for Industrial

Development- May I extend our warm thanks to His Excellency Endalkatohew

Makonnen for his encouraging and dynamic address on behalf of the' Imperial

Ethiopian Government.

Until eighteen months ago, industry, transport and natural resources

was a Cinderella in the ECA family. The first meeting of your Committee

was held almost exactly a year ago and you laid.down, in the light of our

first study', ^Industrial Growth in Africa", a detailed and ambitious

programme of work« But you1 did more than this. You also established a

philosophy and an outlook, coupled with a determination that the time had

come for a real move forward in the industrial development of Africa.

The main task before your second session is to take stock of what has

been done in the last year and to lay down the next steps, I would like,

in these opening remarks, to review briefly what has been done, to draw

attention in the light thereof to the principal papers before you, and to

indicate wha-fc is in the pipeline.

Conforming to your decisions a year ago, the heart of our industrial

programme is assistance in the building up of large scale industries

strategic for economic development, requiring markets beyond the scope of

single countries and, therefore, sub-regional co-ordination. We are .

tackling this tremendous problem in two ways - two prongs of a single fork.

The first is the industrial missions we have sent and are sending to three

sub—regions of Africa. Interim reports from the missions to West Africa

and to Kast and Central Africa are "before you this week, and a similar
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mi&sion-is-going to North Africa^a-fc—tixeHjefeinnine of next-^ear. -We plan

to produce thef^n&L-r-eports--of the first two-mxssions for the,.sixth

session of the Commission and we hope to produce at least an interim

report of the third -missioji-by -tne_,same_..time.-. We- shall by then have

~corer«d_,roost African countries. It may be, however, that Cameroun, .the

Central African Republic, Chad, Gabon, Congo C,BraSzaville) and Congo

(l>eop-oldville) would find a similar mission convenient at a later stage.

These-are bcld ventures and we are under no. illusions as to the difficulties

^involved in implementing a co-ordinated.

History in this field does not show any grounds for optimism. Why should

Africa be different ? Yet. we feel there are.grounds for reaX

sheer necessity for~-*>o-ordination, if there is to.be real and

industrialisation, 13 evident. Africa can learn .from-the-mistakes of

others.. Above all, the-^ddis Ababa conference has 6iven.a tremendous

impetus to efforts of this kind. There are now in front of the governments

of West, East and Central Africa concrete-suggestions, w.e believe for the

first time, for a bold co-ordinated programme. Manifestly, there is

infinite room forvdiscussion and negotiations. The next step lies with

the. governments concerned, but there is much we can do to follow up these

reports if the governments concerned so wish.

The other prong of this part of our programme is the studies being

carried out in depth on the key industries, studies with the sole objective

of brin&ins the countries concerned around a negotiating table. You have

before you the report of the meeting in Monrovia on the establishment of

a lar6e integrated iron and steel vrorks in rfest Africa. The first results

are encouraging, kore detailed work is now in hand and we look forward

with hope to the second meeting on this problem, provisionally scheduled

to be held in Niamey next April, when we believe an agreement on the

location of this plant and all that ^oes with it can be reached.

There are similar possibilities, in other parts of Africa to which

attention is drawn in a paper before you on the present position and

prospects of the iron and steel industry in Africa, and also in the report

of the East and Central African mission.
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Another industry we are studying in depth is the chemical and

fertilizer complex. Both the mission reports have tentative proposals

in thxs area and it is clear that the possibilities of Africa'moving

rapialy into the chemical field are very great. Our studies-are '

oontinuin* and we are aimin6 at a meeting in the course of 1964 on chemicals

and fertilizers in tfest Africa. There are also, as is again demonstrated

xn the mission reports, real possibilities of moving in the en6ineering

field. Here a6ain our studies continue, with the objective of a meeting

perhaps on a regional basis early in 1965.

Our survey of the textile market in Africa and the immense possibi

lities of expanding production is well advanced, and a meeting a^ain on
a regional basis, is planned for 1964.

I would like to draw attention to two otner subjects you will be

discussing, on which papers have been prepared. One is industrial

legislation. rfe have prepared a basic survey and made suggestions for

future work. The other is industrial- research and training This is a

vast field where we join forces with the Industrial Development Centre

and the specialized agencies concerned, particularly IM3SC0 and ILO. Here
again, we have put forward proposals for your consideration.

_ looking to 1964 and early 19%, two'other meeting are planned, both

in co-operation with the Industrial Development Centra. One is a seminar

on xndustrial estates and the other on inaustrial program,^, dinars

xn both these fields have been held with success in other .ttoions, upon
whose-experience we wish to draw.

Turning now to eneroy an, natural resources, the report of the first
African Electric Power Conference is m iront of you. Ihis-was most : '

encouraging both in attendance a,d in the ani.atxon and practical character

of the aiscussions. An extensive but we believe realistic pro6ramme .of
worK has been drawn up. Ue propose, if the Committee agrees, to hold a

confarance^ .imila, line*. riealin, wito ?il aM.^ural :gas, e.rly in-
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The first regional Cartographic Conference for Africa was held

during this year, aoain well attended, and we have established an

effective cartographic unit. Similar units have been established for

minerals and water, which we plan to build up as rapidly as resources

are available, and an integral part of which is advisory services. tfe

are in a poaition to advise in maintaining, or developing surveying

activities in both these fields, but the main emphasis is on development

of Africa's abundant mineral resources and in the proper utilization and

uovcdopnisnt of surface and ground water, a seminar on ground water is

planned for 1964- tfe are also "ueoinning to play a part in assisting in

the multi-purpose development of international rivers and river basins.

The third area within your terms of reference is transport. Two

notable events uurinb the last year have, been agreements reacned with

iGri.0 and ITU on the co-ordinated development of air transport and com-

munications^ respectively. Some specific transport studies requested

have been completed. Our main effort is aoin6 into a major 3tudy of

transport development problems, which we are buildino up on a aub-re^iona

basis. Here a6ain, the emphasis is not on academic surveys but on the

wor^in^ out of practical proposals for consideration by the governments

concerned ior the development of transport facilities on a co-ordinated

basis, co-ordiiiatea in the dual sen^e of amonb ^orms of transport and

auion0 countries. a. meetino on Vfest jarican transport is planned for the

meddle of 1964? and another on Jast ana Central African transport for the

end of I964. In this iield one other project snould be mentioned, a

study of trans-bahara transport. tfe hope our work ..ill have reached a

sufficiently advanced sta6e for a r;.eetino of the countries concerned not

later than the middle of 1964.

I have referred already to oui1 advisory services, laroely through

regional advisers attached to us and financed under the United Nations

Technical Assistance Programme, We hope and believe that governments

wish to draw increasingly on the services of a team of specialists we

are building up, tft already have advisers in minerals, water, carto

graphy, transport, and expect to add more in 1964 and to cover also

industry and energy.
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A cross reference luight be appropriate here to building and

buildin^ materials. I have made no reierence to our work on housing,

building and planning since, as you ..now, tiiere is a separate Standing

Committee in this rield. But we also have re0ional advisers in this

area available to help interalia in the building and buildin^ materials

rield.

There is one uiore aspect of our work to which I would like to refer,

which is growing in importance. Virtually all the so-called regional

programmes under the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme are now

administered by EGA. We are now* however, playing an increasing part in

assisting governments in both the planning and execution^of country pro

grammes and are performing similar functions in relation to the activities

Of the United Nations Special Fund

I have given you in a necessarily summary account an idea of what we

have been doing and our plans for the next year or so, all of which derive

from decisions you have already taken. vie believe we have now established

and be^un to carry out a programme of work in the area which is the

responsibility of your Committee. ~Ve have also built up the division of

the secretariat whose tas*. it is to service you. tfe are well aware of how

much has still to be done, and of the fact that our contribution can be at

best a small one, unless our resources can be expanded. At the same time,

new prospects have been opened up in the last /ear by the increasingly

intimate co-operation we have been fortunate in e3tablisnino with the

United Nations Industrial Development Centre and the specialized agencies

who have each, in their different.spheres, an important part to play in

this common effort.

May I, on behalf of the Executive Secretary and all my colleagues

directly concerned with your work, wish this meeting every success.
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STATEMENT BY DR. I.H. ^LjjL-RaHuAH, GCWIoSlONiirt Foil IE JIT 3TRIAL DUV^LOPh

OF THiH UNITED foiTlOlfo TO TKZ dT^iDING CGbu-.ITTES FOR INDUSTRY,

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS OF ?li£ "^COiiuLIC COkLIboION FOR AFRICA

H IN FL^L'iuiY oJooICt HJLJ OH 9 D^O^E^H 1963

I consider it particularly sionilicant to have the privilege of

attending this meeting ali.iObt at the very cutset of ray tour of duty with

the united nations. It is not only a matter of personal satisfaction

derived from the fact that I am from an African country myself; I have in

mind especially the fact that the problems of African development have

"become now a matter of special concern of the United iJations and are one

of the foremost preoccupations of its delioerative and executive "bodies.

Last year, when he addressed this Committee? my predecessor, Jose

Antonio Kayobre, had very aptly described the complexities involved in

industrialisation and mentioned the possibility of a variety of approaches

to deal with the multiple aspects of industrial development. Needless to

say, the process of industrial development has not become any simpler

during the last year. If anythino, i"urt,;er studies and explorations of

these problems have revealed in broader outline the numerous and far-

reaching interrelationships between the various aspects of industrial

development. Thus, the picture is perhaps even more complex and the need

for clearly defined lines of action more urgent than ever.

This is not weant to imply that we are unaware of the progress made

In many developing countries towards achieving higher rates of industrial

output and in undertaking new industrial projects ^;hich are bound to make

a solid contribution to the diversification of their economies.

As far as the work of the United Nations itscli is concerned the

important role of industrialisation as a Key iactor in economic development

has been further emphasized and the highest priority has been attached by

the uember countries to the need for increased efforts in this field. Work

has continued on the laroe variety of subjects comprised in this field and

a number of good starts have been made in several new directions. I shall
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not refer specifically to the work carried out by the Sconomic Commission

for Africa which is well *nown to you. The .variety of projects in the

field of inaustry undertaken by your regional commission and the energy

and drive devoted to their implementation is amply shown in the documentation

before this Committee and, in my view, reflects a hiDhly commendable attempt

to respond to the urgent needs of the African countries and the natural

impatience Kith which they regard the pace of developments in this field.

The Centre for Industrial Development has supported the work of the

rebional economic commissions in general, and of the Economic Commission

for Africa in particular. It continues to serve countries in the various

regions throu0h the existing pro&rammes of technical cooperation, the

organization of seminars and technical meetings, and carrying out of

research projects on some of the basic problems of industrial development

which are largely common to the developin0 countries in the various regions.

Whenever possible we have participated and will continue participating with

the Sconomic Commission for Africa in carrying out jointly projects of

particular interest to the African region. An example of this kind of joint

undertaking is the Seminar on Industrial Estates in Africa which will convene

next June, here in Addis Ababa. Similarly, direct cooperation is also

involved in the organization of inter-re^ional meetings such as the Inter

regional Symposium on Iron and bteel which was held last month and three

inter-regional seminars scheduled for next year in the fields of petrochemical

industries, industrial complexes and the establishment and operation of

cement plants.

In our relations with the regional commissions it has been the policy

of my preuecessor to 6ive full eifect to the principle of decentralization,

which I intend to continue without reservations. I am iully convinced

that projects of re0ional interest or -equirin* implementation at a re6ional

level should be handled by the regional economic commissions who are closer

to the problems in h^nd and to this effect the Centre for Industrial

Development is fully prepared to lend its support and the assistance of its

resources to the regional secretariat. However, our relations are not
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limited to questions of mutual support and assistance. uhat is more

important, perhaps, is that we continue developing the habit of team-work

to a point where all our activities are truly part of a coordinated effort

to accelerate the industrialization of the developing countries.

As a matter of overall policy we have naturally-tended to. concentrate

on 'key impact areas where our own limited resources,could be utilized more

effectively. Industrial programming, and assistance to Oovernments in

formulating appropriate industrialization policies continues to be a major

preoccupation. In addition to the.problems and techniques of industrial

programming,, we have undertaken the preparation, of a s.et of pre-investment

manuals for:a number o£:key industries, itfhen completed* these.; manuals or

. Vindustry profiles" should make available to officials in-developing

countries concerned with industrial planning :and ,the-:f ormuia-tip-p; of -industry

.projects, basic data on factor proportions fG.r-.such industries as fertilizers,

aluminium, cement, iron and, steely ;:he&v.y chemicals-, machine; tools.$; etc.

A major and new direction of our efforts during this last year has

been imparted by the forthcoming United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development. . We. have been/working on a number- of problems - relating, to the

expansion of exports of manufactured and semi-manufactured goods from

developing countries. These studies are .concerned particularly with the

role of industrial exports as a.major ueanfi for overcoming the smallhess of

the domestic market in developing countries ;with ,its attendant limitation

upon their industrialization prospects. Measures are contemplated-for

increasing exports of manufactured &oods already produced in the less-

developed countries and the prospects of establishing new export industries

in response to expanded export markets. The Conference itself is expected

to lead to the adoption of some of these measures or perhaps to a set of

measures involving steps by cieveloped countries as well, as measures ta^en

by developing countries to promote their exports in the form of special

subsidy schemes and mutual financial assistance.
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It has "been many times argued that while the-developing .countries are

starting their -ioduatrialxzation a century or more too late, they have the

-advantage of beino able to utilize from the start the most modern technology

We know, however, from experience that the transfer of industrial technology,

which is practically synonymous with inuustrial development at large, is in

no way a simple undertaKing. It is inimately bound up with the vast array

of conditions required for successful -industrialization. For one thing

modern equipment is expensive and requires lar^e capital outlays. Setting

up modern production facilities requires further technical and other

trained personnel to handle production, organization and marketing. One

could continue enumerating more and more factors, such as infrastructure

re<iuireinentB, markets, the problems of external economies, etc. to end

up with the full transformation of the environment which has been character

istic of the process of industrialization.

Again, to single out some key areas, after the elaboration o

the preparation of blueprints ati<L-pte^in-T©etm£rtt--^i;udj_ss^he-jaeed for

-capitai_Xor--eBta.bLLxshin^ the production facilities proper, still looms as

a major problem of development. Industrial .tinancino has been a matter of

Considerable concerne to policy makers at the national level and a subject

closely considered by international bodies. V'e have undertaken in the past

a lon^er-ran^e survey coverin^ broadly the requirements and availability

of funds tor industrial financing from external and internal sources.

At its 17th session, the General Assembly approved a resolution on

the role of the United nations in training technical personnel for the

accelerated industrialization of the developing countries. The Assembly

recognized that the training of such personnel should be an integral part

of national economic and social development programmes, and should take into

account both current and long-term needs for specialists. It also

recognized that these training activities should be carried out as far as

possible in the developing, countries themselves.
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There has teen a drowln, awareness that the process of the less-
developed countries will re,uire a ^reat deal rf ^

«»* one of the

d for industrial develop is the creation in the developi
untnes of adequate cadres of technicians, .angers and specialists L

the various branches of industry. The trsinin nf
^ lne trainma of such cadres must

continue to be one of our major preoccupations.

A major event, in the field of adaptation and transfer of modern

technology proper, has been the recent United Nations Conference on

cience and Technology, whose primary purpose Was to prcote the ra0Dili2a-

ticn of the world's technical and scientific knowledge for early and

Practical application to the problems of develoPment and the achievement

speedy international diffusion of newly acquired fowled,,. While the
conference has been useful in draWin& attention to the need for directZ
»x.»ttfxo and teohnolc6ical endeavours to the specific needs of developTn,
ountnes it is perhaps too early to evaluate fully its practical impli0
ionswhich in the final analysis, will depend on follow_up ^

be taken by both national and international organs.

Such follow-up action for a specific sector was provided by the Inter-

sts±™ on Iron and steei> °—- ^»* « --
It I010 °Ommi£SiOnS' Whi°h - *•" ^ -th. At this

countries. Particular attention was devoted to new tecnnolo.ical
eve opments which enable the construction and economic operation of

of tT °fJelatiVely SraaU —tie* ^ P-vidinK a solution to
f a IT "V' the llitt

but he one of its discussions indicates that the technical problems of
relatively sffiall-soale steel production have been largely solved and
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,ave already ; ound a fflte of applications. This ±. nQw .

:: ea;;r:o:y/s avauaoie -*—- —« —»
industry development and the adaptation to loo.l =ircumstanoeS.

'
r :r aptation of inaustriai te°hnoi°- - *■ — •—echnxoal oapacxty in the developing countries So that the particuiar

nee s and nditionS of eaoh Country are fully oonsidered ^ _

7 ^ are UndSrtaken aM tte ~S °f -e county
:; e ° ;;axlmuffi desree in the -^—* - new ^ai^"

lnVOlV6S "e •■^-«* - o-rtain in-titutiona!
It U°I33 rdUStrial ^ —— Wh

o«ice of + ' mOrS lmmediatel- °P-ational level, Wau, or

u T lal PrOmOUOn °a-:able °f ™-« ^0 technical
i I' 7 makSrS ^ 8a0h C°Untri- M the °— —appropriate .aohxnery o,ay be estatlished to report period.call,

zt: ;;ally about pouoies'achie—- — jl
; ::t x: particuiar theplans of development. Throu h ^,o^ ■ ■•

examine further SUoh a proportion

C.ntre ,

n tona

tecnnical adviser from the

;f in:striai
«*
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■ These activities are indeed important, and some of them may even

be essential inareaients ox any eixort desired to accelerate industrial

growth. But as industrialization in increasingly recognized as the most

potent dynamic factor in the process of economic development, there has

also been a Orowin* awareness that to achieve continued and accelerated

industrialization; to impact to the process of development the kind of

impetus called for by the proclamation of the Development Decade only a

few years a^oj and to assure the proper application of the results

achieved in each one of these iields* all these activities will have to

be encompassed within a more consistent general framework, tuey will have

to be based in each country and m each re6ion on an over-all strategy of

industrialization. The need and ability to carry out individual industrial

projects calls, indeed, for adequate technological Knowledge, for trained

personnel, xor capital, markets and raw materials but its effective

contribution to the final Ooals of development is not determined,by these

elements alone. It is, primarily, a function of the place that the

project occupies within a consistent set of policies, which would, in turn,

be based on the country's ultimate prospects of industrial aevelopment.

Similarly, the set of institutional facilities and other measures designed

to promote inaustrial growth -would depend on the industrialization strategy

adapted and the ,oals that it serves. The strate6y itself could, in a

*enSe, be dexined as the optimization of the countries human and natural

resource endowments .nd its peculiar economic adv.ntatoes and disadvantages

derived from such factors as 6eoaraphy, climate, trade relations and

cooperative efforts with other countries.

On 27 November 1963, just a few da/s before I left Headquarters, the

Second Committee of the General Assembly, which is concerned with economic

and social matter,, approved unanimously a aralt resolution calling for an

international meeting on industrialization to be held by 1966, and by which

the Secretary General is requested to initiate consultation and studies

with States Members of the United Nations and of the bpeciaiized agencies,

and the International atomic Energy Agency, with the regional economic
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commissions tind with the Committee for Industrial Development, on the

advisaoility or holuinoS not later than 19663 an international symposium,

preceded, as appropriate, by the regional oub-re^ional symposia, relating

to the problems of industrialization of devdlopin^ countries and to

report to the Economic and Social Council at its thirty-seventh session

and to the General Assembly at its nineteenth session. This decision by

the General Assembly stems, in the iirst place, from the expressed desire

by the member countries of the United Nations to promote and.accelerate,

by every possible means, the inuustrial development■of the less-developed

countries. It would indeed provide, for those countries who are making

at present strenuous efforts to achieve a laroer decree.of industrialization?

the widest possible international forum to discuss the, attendant problems;

it would also serve t'o ±ocus the world's attention on the needs and problems

of industrialisation and as a call to mobilize its resources, for an ovsrall

ei'fort such as envisaged through the proclamation of the Development Decade.

Another aspect of this proposal .uay ^ the opportunity that a world

conference on industrialisation uculd of1 or lor clarifying; the policies

and the uajor lines of action to be pursued at the national, regional and

inte. national levels. Because of the need to inoure tilat sucha conierence

should deal in a practical ^.ad effective manner. with the problems of the

developing countries themselves, the General Assembly has wisely provided

for the possibility of holuin0, in advauce of the world conference, a

series of re0ional or even sub-regional meetings at which the speciiic and

practical problems of the developing countries and re^ioriB could be

explored in depth und where the problems and prospects of" their industrial

development could be reviewed in the first instance, .Jo tnat the larger

world forum, far from skim^in^ over the surface, could instead.take on

the concrete problems of the developing countries in. a larger framework.

These problems would have been elucidated at -regional uieetinos .after

thorough and detailed review of the situation of each country, 'with clear

distinctions drawn "between elements which are ^er.-ane to specific

countries alone arid those ."hick may be common to a number of countries or

the region as a whole.
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. In this connection, this Committee may wish to consider the

advisability of holding an African conference on industrialization .in

1965, which would "be preceded "by appropriate meetings and studies

relating to specific sectors or to specific aspects of industrialization.

A meeting of ministers of industry in the African countries may be

particularly useful at an early aate, in order to insure and sustain full

appreciation and participation in the regional conference.

Through the impetus of the Organisation of African Unity and thanks

to the-initiative- taken by many African countries, a considerable progress

has beet; aciiieved durin6 the last year in viewing African problems of

development,' with a clear prospective-and better understanding of the

r.a^nitude- and the extent of the efforts required. The proposed regional

African conference on industrialization'would' be a useful instrument in

supporting such efforts and consolidating progress, ■

These preparatory regional meetings will also be useful in determining

and defining more closely the sujects which should be put finally on the

agenda of the world conxerence. The same purpose will, to some extent,

be served by the consultations which the Secretary General, as requested in

the resolution mentioned above is bound to undertake with member countries

and the international organizations to determine the advisability of

holding such an international meetin^. I have every reason to believe that

the United Nations specialized agencies will favour t..ie implementation of

the resolution. It is our hope tiiat these consultations .rill also be

useiul as a mutual exchange of views and as a means of providing us with a

better knowledge of the situation prevailing in each country and resion and

tr.e particular problems in whose solution assistance may be required from

outside. It is quite obvious that to achieve an accelerated process we

must start moving from the very point where we are at present. In pursuing

our efforts to intensify the industrialization process of the developing

countries, there has been now a Orowing awareness that we must come to

know more intimately and more accurately the full extent of the underlying

problems. I thick wo should be ready to explore with each country, with
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groups of countries and the re0ion as a whole the exact nature of their

proble&s, their immediate needs, the possibilities of action at the

various levels and the assistance that is available from the various

international aocucies and bilateral sources. In fact, I think we are

comina to the realization that what we are enoa^ed in requires us to look

beyond the individual projects and concrete undertakings - which, important

as they are in themselves, only represent fragments of the whole picture -

towards the wider over-all strategy that could really brirv about a

significant advance towards the ^oal of inaustrial development of the now

less developed areas of the world. In short, we will have to organize

ourselves so as to be instrumental in matching the demand and supply sides

of a vast variety of needs and services. Only thiou^h an attack alon&' the

whole front can we attempt to ef±ect a si^niiicant change in the present

division of the world in developed and less developed countries.
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R3P0RT OF THE SUB-WORKING PARTY ON AIR TRANSPORT

A Sub-Working Party on Air Transport, met on. Friday 6 December

1963, with Capt. P-..A. Trayera as Chairman. . .

1. Paper 3/Cfl.I4/INH/43 was considered and it was -agreed this well

prepared and detailed study be used as a basis for tha preparation of

similar surveys of the West African and North African sub-region3. The

Sub-Working. Party, however, considered that the following additional

information wtis necessary before full consideration ,co"'a\ be c-~—■.: "to '-- o

efficient co-ordination and integration of air transport within and between

sub-regions:

(i) .Figures of traffic; passengers, mail .and freight flowing across

_:,; the boundaries of the territories forming the sub-regions and

. . ■ intra^sub^regionallyj

(ii) Information concerning the present facilities available in the

field of air navigation5 ■ -

(iii) Information regarding the category and facilities' available at

the main airports in each sub-regionj

(iv) Details of the Flight Information Regions in each of thd sub-

regions.

2. The Sub—Working Party no.t ?d:

(i) : A statom3iit by-the secretary that the information .referred to

in paragraph I (i) was difficult to obtain from some.governments;

(ii) That the information referred to in paragraph I (ii)," (iii) and

(iv) was available from ICAQ, " ■ ■:. -

3. The

(i). Recommended that.,the Economic Commission fcr Africa undertake as

soon as possibl? in cooperation with ICAO an air transport study
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of the West and North African sub-regions on the basis of paper

.3/CN.14/IHE/43, together with the additional information sot out

in paragraph 1, sub-para^aphs' (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of this

report.

(ii) Considered that the information on traffic flows referred to in

paragraph I (i) was essential to a proper study of the require

ments for the integration and co-ordination of air transport

within and between the sub-region, and

(iii) Recommended that Governments make this information .available on

a confidential basis to SCA who would not circulate it without

the permission of the member States. . . . .

4. The Sub-Working Party also considered that the development of African

air transport services within and between the sub-region would- require a

measure of protection, certainly in the initial stages, from excess capacity

provided by non-African air operators ovor sectors vital to the development

of African air transport, and recommended that governments maintain the

closest possible liaison and co-opsration concerning the granting of future

traffic rights between points in the African rsgion to non-African air

operators.

5. The Sub-Working Party considered the question of pooling of air services

and aircraft spares and fait that such commercial arrangements were a matter

for airlines themselves, nevertheless it recommended that governments should

encourage such arrangements between African.airlines provided that the

arrangments were designed to reduce wasteful competition, bring about a

reduction in the costs of operations and. at the same time give a balanced

service to the general public.

6. The Sub-Working Party considered the establishment of central main

tenance and overhaul bases in the sub-regions and recognized that the

present diversity of aircraft types would make this m expensive project

to set up and costly to operate.. It recommended that governments urge

their airlines to use the maintenance and overhaul facilities available
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on the African-continent to the maximum ext-ent possible as opposed to

using those in non—African counties. . It was believed that by this means

a gradual build up and development of central maintenance and overhaul

bases would take place and eventually result in a greater standardization

of aircraft types on a sub-regional and regional level.

7. The problems posed by the setting up of a central common technical

services organization -were considered. The Sub-Working Party agreed that

the setting up of such an organization would be possible only after the

establishment of central maintenance and overhaul bases in the sub-regions

and therefore, recommended t.hat> although the establishment of a central

common tec'hnical-^exvic^s-or^gajii^ation was a long-term project, 5CA should,

with the development of central:.mainfrenanae-^aid-overhaul bases, study, in

cooperation with ICAO and the governments, the establishment of a framework

under which such an organization can be set up in. each s

8* On the question of the setting up of an African civil

it was agreed that this would be desirable and even necessary. The ICAO

observer stat-d that ICAO intended to hold a Regional Air Navigational

Meeting in Africa approximately in October 1964. Ths Sub-Working Party,

therfore, ; -wrongly recommended that the air transport studies for the

three sub-regions should be commenced immediately by UCA, in cooperation

with ICAO, and completad so that an African civil aviation conference could

be called co-incidentally with the ICAO meeting and that, in any event,

not later than December 1964*

3* In considering the purpose of the air transport studies the Sub-Working

Party agreed that the object was the establishment of a co-ordinated air

transport system for the benefit of the African region as a whole. In

order to achieve this object the Sub-Working Party considered that finan

cial and technical assistance would have to be made available for the

following purposes:

(a) Provision of radio navigation equipment?

(b) Re-organization, equiping and staffing of air traffic services
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units, within the flight information regions;

(o) Development of airfields. ..

10. The Sub-VJorking Party then considered the question of training,

xhe Sub-Working Party considered that in view of the acute shortage

o::' trained Afrioan personnel there was a very strong case for the

establishment of a training school in the East and Central sub-regions

covering all aspects of civil aviation training. It therefor-e- recommended

that ECA, in co-operation with ICAO, oarry out a survey of the East and

Central African sub—regions with a view to assessing the requirement in

each field of training, the priorities involved, and the location of

such a school. The results of this study should be made available to

the other sub—regions.
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PROGRAMME OF WORK

B« Industrialization

(a) Industrial planning and projections

Group 1 - Continuing projects and activities of high priority

Origin-^ Report on the first session, para- 59* Commission

resolutions I8(ll), 33(lH) an~a~43(lV): report of

the Standing Committee 'o~rTIndus try,-' -Natural Resources

and Transport,■■• ":' !j -,.....■..

(i) Industrial statistics, inventory of African industries and.
industrial reporting ...

-■'■ Description The collection for eventual publication of

. statistical data on output, imports and exports

and also consumption of industrial products.

The improvement of both the coverage and

quality of industrial statistics. The continu

ing build-up of an .inventory of African

industries, including energy resources already

being exploited or to be exploited in the

near future. The preparation by African

countries of regular reports on the indus

trial situation, progress and problems,

(ii) Industrial policies and programming

Description Consultations with African experts, officials

and ministers in the industrial field, with a

view t^ the preparation of an African regional

l/ This origin is common to all projects under B.
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conference on industry, to be held in 1965,

one of a series of regional conferences in

preparation for a world conference on

industry in 1966- These meetings will cover

the whole field of industrial development

policies and programmes, the practical '

problems arising-and-solutions. thereto.

Industrial development economics and policies

- r.n^Wninff project* and aotivitips of hifh priorit;

to

Description Assistance to governments in promoting sub-

regional oo-opera.tiDn.vjii- the development of

industries on the basis Of international

specialization and in;.the harmonization,

where appropriate, of industrial development

plans through studies and field investigations.

Industrial co-ordination missions were sent

to West and East and Central Africa in 1963

and one is being sent to North Africa early

in 1964. It has also been recommended that

similar missions should be sent to the

countries in central equatorial Africa

. including.the Congo (Leopoldville) and to

Madagascar. The recommendations of these

■■■ missions-Wilt-W actively followed up, partly

within the framework,of other projects in

■ the.programme on industry and partly through

the United Nations Industrial Development

Centre, the United Nations technical assistance

programme and the United Nations Special Fund.
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^Assistance to. governments: In technical assistance and

, Special Fund projects

! -.Description Assistance-to jindj/viduaJ—governments at

their request in solving problems.of-indus-

o ; trial development., in co-operation with the

United Nations Industrial Development Centre,

including assistance to governments in the

formulation of technicalassistance and Special.

Fund projects, "briefing and assisting-technical

assistance experts and evaluating their reports.

Group &-«^Ad hoc projects of high priority

Intensive studies of indi^rjdual industries.

Description Intensive studies of the following, industries,

■. :.:^covering..^.±heu^oi3pa^

trade, possibilities; within Africa and over

seas and prospects of developing African

production"xn'"XhdividTiaX' :";o'Untries, where

- appropriate on a sub—regional or regional

basis, to "be followed "by meetings of experts:

(a) Iron and steel;

-■ ' ("b) ■ Non—ferroijs oe+.ala inoluding further

'' . • ■ ■ processing;

(o) Engineering iridustrie-5^

(d) Chemicals; especially "basic chemicals

required for a-, wide lange^f industry,

... .fertilizers a.a± agricultural chemicals,

tanning materials, ciye stuffs and p«tro-

ohemical^r ■'-xn"x"Tn.;lii^irij b,}.?> prospects

for the dJVoloppGht.cf;; secondary indus—

trieb "based on the foregoing

, . products;
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."■■ " -■ (e)- ' TeVtiles, ■V6th':.fr6riixtiie;i36int of view

of far-reaching prospects of import

substitution :at itie national level

and with particular reference to

removing obstacles to the growth of

production.

Comment These studies are in progress and will be

continued, in 1965- Meetings of experts

designed to facilitate the setting up of

new industries on a regional or_sub-regional

basis have been' heT^or^ar^^^ed onbasis have been

iron and steel, ■ c&Miic.aXs

engineering, non. ferrous metals and textiles.

(o) Transfer and adaptation of industrial techniques and processes

Group 1 - Continuing pro.ieots and activities _of high priority

: ■ (i) Industrial research

"-■■ ' ' Description Preparation, in co-operation with other

' ' departments of the United Nations and the

specialized agencies concerned, for the

■ ' setting up of institutes or centres for

■ applied industrial research in Afrioa,

where possible on a sub-regional basis,

covering both applied research and development.

(d) Financing of industry

Group 1 - Continuing pro.ieots and aotivi+ies_of hi^h priority

(i) Industrial investment

' ■ Description Studies of the problems of the formulation

of industrial investment decisions, including!

(a) Investigation of the experience of

industries established in the last few
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years from the ppin.t q£. vieV of operation,

productivity -and.' economic""efficiencyj

■Research -into--the-initiative which led

*.?. J^e establishment'of such industries

as well as methods; .employed in reaching

investment decisions;

, (o) The economic and other pre-conditions

of industrial development with particular

reference to specific obstacles to indus

trialization in particular areasj

£omment ^s Project is being geared to the industries

which may be developed as a result of the

industrial missions /"see project II B (b)(i)_/

GrouP g " Ad hoc pro.jeots of- high priority

(i:L) Financing of industriaa

Description Study of the problems of financing industry

in Africa,, including analysis of self-financing

methods, the channelling of private savings

to industry through the development of capital

markets, internal"financing of"the "sale of

. :- capital-goods,., international -financing

through international agencies and other

. channels, and the provision of credit for

the export of manufactures, in co-operation

with the. United.Nations International Centre,

the African Development Bank, other inter

national financing agencies and private banks.

ComiIien.t A Preliminary paper has been submitted to the

second session of the Standing Committee on

Industry, Natural Resources and Transport and

will be followed up by a full study0
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(e) Industrial management, training ctnd administrative problems of
industrial development

Group 1 - Continuing projects and activities of high priority

(i) Technological education and training

Description Preparation, in co-operation with other depart

ments of the United Nations and specialized

agencies concerned, for the development of

technological education and training, through

the setting up of specialized faculties in

. ■ African universities and through separate

specialized technological institutes or

universities, for the training of management

personnel, industrial engineers, middle-grade

personnel and skilled workers, in the first

;: _ instance through an. inventory of existing

institutions; and for the training of

specialists in project evaluation such as

agricultural economists, industrial engineers,

industrial designers, industrial economists

and consultants0

Group 2 - Ad hoc projects .of high priority

. .(ii) Industrial, commercial, monetary and fiscal legislation

■ Description Study of the impediments to industrialization

represented "by existing industrial, commercial,

monetary and fiscal legislation, with a view

to formulating proposals for the harmonization

of such legislation* to be considered by a

conference at an appropriate time.

Comment A preliminary study on industrial legislp+.-i on

has been submitted to the Standing Committee

on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport

at its second session and is to be followed

up by further work.
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(iii) Seminar on industrial estates

Description Preparation for a seminar on industrial estate

to be held in I964 in co-operation with the

United Nations Industrial Development Centre

and the specialized agencies concerned.

(f) Social aspects of industrialization

See Studies on urbanization problems /^project III B (a)(i)_/

G« Infrastructure development

(a) Natural resources development

Group 2 - Ad hoc projects of high priority

Origin^ Report on the first session, para. 595 Commission

resolutions l8(ll), 33(lH) and 43(lV); report of

the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources

and Transport«

(i) Industries providing energy

Description (a) The programme of work on electric power

is set out in the report of the African

Electric Power Meeting (e/CN.14/IHH/32»

paras, 28-42)•

(b) Preparations for an all-Afrioan

■ ■ ■'■ —-*■--■■■ — - . - .. - . ...... .. ..Conference: on oil and natural gas.

(c) Preparation ..of a study with comparative

■ analyses of the prices of electric

energy on a sub-regional basis, includ

ing the breakdown of production costs,

examination of sources of exaggerated

pr:cc!?? inplica.tior) of power tariffs on

consumption, appropriate measures for

improvement, inter-relations with the

development of the national economy, etc.

l/ This origin is common to all projects under C,
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(d). Supply.of advice on considerations

- :- regarding^new power plants, particularly

the comparison of hydro-electric versus

thermo-electric plants in the first t

line including diesel power stations.

(o) In collaboration with IAFA, assistance

■■ to member. States to collect documents

on development in the field of nuclear

energy with a view to the future use

of such energy irTtne African economy.

Comment A meeting oneiocfric power development was

■ held in the aututf-of 1963 and will be

■ . followed by sub-regional meetings. An all-

African conference on oil and natural gas

is planned for early 1965. With respect to

. . (d) The secretariat will re-elaborate paper

E/CN.H/EP/5 so as to include more relevant

' information as reference for the consideration

of new investment projects for power supply

and including also the problems of long-term

financing.

(ii) Water resources development

Group 1 - Continuing projects and activities of hiflh priority

Description (a) Arrange upon reqwt of interested

governments for the compilation and

analyses of information related to the

field of water resources development

and water needs in African countries

with a view to enabling countries to

plan their water resources policy.
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(b) Investigate requirements of sub-regional

training programmes for technicians and

■--arrange for such training programmes

■in co-operation with the specialized

- agencies and other organizations, such

. ;;.?!::9??.S<?0»- m9>.M9.t.JA&L and CCTA.

, V0^-, ,Pr0Ilttp^ ^e Aeyelopmen't of... the.. African
international river basins by initiat

ing studies, meetings and by all other

appropriate means.

(d) Play.an active role in the execution

of the priority programme of co-ordinated

aqtion in the field of water resources

within the framework of the United

Nations Development Decade.

(e) Follow up the activities under the

programme of the International Hydro-

...... logical Decade and invite the develop

ing countries to establish the networks

of their hydrological and meteorological

stations according to the existing inter

national standards and to adopt uniform

standards of hydrologioal measurements

and standard forms of records,

(f) Arrange, when appropriate, fellowships

for administrators and engineers to

enable them to study the achievements

of countries which have been confronted

with similar problems in water resources

and where required arrange study tours

to other countries for such specialists

to visit installations on site.
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(g) Keep up-to-date the bibliography of

African hydrology in association with

. UNESCO; and CCTA.

(h); Continue the issue of a four-monthly

newsletter on the development of African

natural resources,

(iii) Water resouroes development

Group 2 - Ad hoo pro.jects of high priority

(a) Organize, in association with the

Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, the Specialized Agencies and

other bodies concerned, a seminar for

administrators on the development of

groundwater.

(b) Organize, in association with the

Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, the Specialized Agencies and

other bodies concerned, a seminar on

the construction and management of

small water storage works.

(0) Organize, in association with the

Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, the Specialized Agenoies

and other bodies concerned, a seminar

on legislation and public administra

tion of water resources developmBBt

for government officers concerned with

this subject.
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(d) Explore, with the organizations concerned,

the possibilities of strengthening the

international co-operation and co-ordina

tion of research in the field of African

water resources development and to report

on this at an appropriate time to the

Standing Committee.

(iv) Mineral resources

Group 1 ~ Continuing projects and activities of high priority

Description (a) The continuing build-up of an inventory

of African mineral resources and analysis

of development prospects, with special

reference to the development of industries

on a sub-regional "basis and in particular

to those being studied in depth.

(b) The establishment of close working

relations with major regional organizations

in the field of mineral resources, and

with national geological surveys and

mining departments.

(c) Urge upon governments the immediate and

long-term needs of geological surveys

as an essential basis for mineral

investigation in relation to industrial

development and the early publication

of relative maps and -records for the

information of the general public and of

mining companies.

(d) Assist individual .governments at their

request in solving problems of mineral

investigation and development, ore

beneficiation, etc., including assistance
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to governments in thy formulation of

technical assistance and Special Fund

projects.

(e) Advise the governments of member States to;

(i) . encourage and promote economic

mineral prospecting and production;

(ii) enact- ad-eg.ua$e-: mining' legislation

for this purpose 5

(iii) where applicable, give special

encouragement "to ■pfospe'cting and

. ■ mining "by individual and small-scale

enterprises; "bearing in mind the

limited resources available to those

. compared with the resources avail

able to large enterprises,,

(f) Investigate further the setting-up of a

regional centre for rock age determinations

"by. radio-active methods and therefore to

carry out a survey of existing facilities

in Africa with a view to selecting the

most suitable of thoue for the development

of such a centre.

(v) Mineral resources

Group 2 - Ad hoc projects-'of hiKh_jp_??:^orj:tv

Description (a) Organize m associate 021 with the Department

of Economic and Social. _UYair3 an African

conference to be held periodically; starting

in 1965.and to deal with mineral exploration

production and Denexicid/Jion problems which

■ : concern the African mining industry.
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(b) Recommend to African.governments that they

exchange information on the mining legislation

currently in force in their respective countries^

make a.s.tudy.. of the present state of mining

legislation in the different African countries.

(c) Propose to the governments a scheme for the

training of technicians for employment on

mineral resources development, taking advantage,

as' a matter of priority, of the centres

presently available in the sub-regions; advise

the governments on the measures they should

adopt to attract a greater number of oandi-

dates towards the professions concerned in

the development of mineral resources.

(d) Study the problem of the uncontrolled

extraction of, and trafficking in diamonds

. in West and Central Africa and advise the

interested governments on the steps to take

... ■ to normalize the situation.

(b) Development of. transport and communications

Group 1 - Continuing projects and activities of high priority

(i) General transport development study

Description The study will continue by taking an inventory of;

(a) Existing and projected transport facilities

in the region, and assessing the possibility

of improving them to meet anticipated increase

in demand in the light of dovulopment in

industry, agriculture, mineral resources,

and social and administrative requirements;

(b) Missing links, the completion of which is

necessary to improve and rationalise

transport.
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Comment It is intended to hold sub-regional general

transport conferences in north, west and east

and central African sub-regions.

(ii) Air transport

Description (a) The study in co-operation with the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), of ways

and means of developing and co-ordinating

all African civil aviation and air transport

facilities, including studies of the

feasibility of centralizing common technical

services in the fields of air-worthiness,

accident investigation, training of personnel

: and licensing of same; pooling of air

services, combined ground handling; standardiza

tion of equipment and pooling of spare parts,

engines and other technical services; and

the possibilities for increasing use of air

craft in the transport of perishables and

the stimulation of east-west and north-south

intra-African trade and traffic

■ (b) To study the problems of an integrated, comple-

■ ■ raentary and co-ordinated air transport develop

ment plan for thu entire African region.

Comment It is intended to hold a pan-African civil aviation

conference. ,

(iii) Maritime transport

Description Studios ofs

(a) The organisation of coastal traffic;

(b) Establishment of a convention among interested

States to facilitate shipping among them;
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(c) Establishment of conventions between

African maritime organizations and organiza

tions in other continents;

(d) A,plan for ship-building in Africa with

special reference to the requirements of

African shipping organizations; recommenda

tions to the Industry Committee^

(e) Training of maritime operatives5

(f) The building, improvement, and administration

of African ports;

(g) The standardization of unification of legisla

tion concerning maritime transport in Africa.

Comment It is intended to hold p, maritime transport

conference and a seminar 0.1 iho administration of port

(iv) Inland transport

Description Study the problems of co-ordinated-'and-comple

mentary national,1 sub-regional and regional

development of:

(a) Inland, waterways' with-special reference to

international :co-operation in harnessing

inland waterways (rivers and lakes) and the

setting up of international organizations

(corporations) to administer and regulate

navigation on international rivers and lakes;

(b) Railways, with special reference to:

(i) The completion of missing links to

improve serviceability and rationalize

the systems;

(ii) Standardization of gcugos, coupling

and braking systems to facilitate the
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supply of missing links and to moderate

. the oosts to producing the equipment;

(iii) Complementary connexions with inland

waterways and road systems;

(c) Roads, with special reference to:

(i) The completion of missing links to

rationalize the systems and improve

services;

(ii) Complementary connexions with railways

and inland waterways;

(iii) Standardization of legislation in respect

to the highway code and international

carriage' on transport of. goods and

passengers by road, and movements of

vehicles "between countries.

Comment It is intended to hold a pan-African convention

on transport legislation and the movement of vehicles

and of goods and passengers hy inland transport;

(v) Telecommunications^development

Description (a) Studies, in co-operation with the International

Telecommunications Union (ITU) and other inter

national agencies, of the telecommunication

problems of the 'region;

(b) The study is proceeding "by taking an inventory

■ of existing and projected telecommunication

facilities in the region and examining the

possibilities of extending and improving them;

and by preparing a plan of high frequency ^tHo

circuits to supplement those agreed on at Dakar

in January 1964* The implementation of this
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plan would eliminate the current necessity

of sending via European melropoles messages

between African capitals,

(vi) Co-ordination of modes of transport

Description Study the co-ordination of all modes of transport

with a view to eliminating wasteful aspects of

duplication and inter-raedia competition.

(vii) Trans-Sahara transport problems

Group 2 - Ad hoc projects of high joriority

Description A special study of Ue fcra/Js-Sahara transport

problems. ■ ■ ■

Mapping and surveying

. Group 1 - Continuing PJ^e£tjg-^nA_activiUe-s of high priority

w Regional cartographic conference for Africa

Origin Report on the third session? ECOSOC resolution

8l6(XXXl)j resolution 1 of the first United

Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for

. Africa (1963),

Description Consultation with governments and interested

inter-governmental organizations regarding the

meeting place and provisional agenda of the

. second United Nations regional cartographic

conference for Africa, to be convened not later

. . than 1966.

(i:i) Training centre in..P^otogrammetry_and_ aerial surveys

■Oriffin. Report on the fifth session? resolution 10 of

the1 Un-:.J-3d Fatioi].- r.o-i^'al Cartographic

Conference for Africa (1963),
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Description Preparation for the setting up of regional or

sub-regional centres for the interpretation of

aerial surveys and training in photogrammetry

and airborne geophysical surveys. Views and

proposals are being collected from national

oartographic services of the African countries.

Convening a meeting of a small group of experts

to study the proposals and to make recommenda

tions for the consideration ofthe Commission at

its next session.

(iii) Joint centres for specialized services in surveying and

mapping

Origin Resolution 12 of the United Nations Regional

Cartographic Conference for Africa (1963) .

Description Consultations being carried out with governments

of African countries on the-question of establish

ing joint centres for specialized services on a

regional or sub-regional basis.

Study of replies received from governments and

preparation of a report on the.subject, for sub

mission to the Commission at its next session.

The setting-up of a restricted committee made

up of experts from sub-regions, with the follow

ing terms of reference: to define the nature and

scope of the task of the common centres; to assess

the means at present available in Africa with

regard to the specialized services and to make

preliminary studies on the location, cost of

installation and operation and on the planning

and the financing of the proposed centres. Report

to be submitted to African governments not later

than July 1965,




